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We could never have made it through this year without the amazing dedication of 

so many people in our Métis CFS System and our Métis Government.  We thank 

you from the bottom of our hearts! 

 

 

 

We want to especially acknowledge with much gratitude      our Frontline staff and 

management, Youth Care Workers, Shelter Workers and Support Workers for 

continuing to work diligently for the safety and well-being of children, youth and 

families during this high risk time of COVID-19.   

We would also like to thank our Administrative staff for ensuring no interruptions 

in supply orders and mail distribution, our IT staff who worked endless hours to 

ensure that as many staff as possible could work remotely and continue to  

provide essential service, and our Manager of Building Operations for ensuring 

pickup and distribution of PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) supplies.   

Once again we gratefully acknowledge our Métis Government for all their  

leadership in providing us with PPE supplies and for their financial assistance  

toward IT equipment to support our Métis agencies and Authority 

to continue to deliver uninterrupted service during COVID. 

And last, but certainly not least, the staff and management from 

our centralized Finance Department for their commitment in  

attending to their workplace throughout the pandemic. They were 

able to provide the processing of payments to caregivers and 

service providers, the processing of emergency disbursements 

and, of course, ensure there were no interruptions to payroll.  

MERRY CHRISTMAS!  

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!  

HAPPY 2021! 

HAPPY TO HAVE  

2020 BEHIND US!! 
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Kashkihtaaw 

We are very excited that our new case management system, Michif 
Kashkihtaaw (MK) is up and running as of Dec 14, 2020. 

All staff across our Métis CFS System who will be using the new 

system completed extensive training prior to the end of November. It 

is a system that is specific to our Metis CFS Authority and its two 

agencies: Metis Child, Family and Community Services Agency and 

Michif Child and Family Services Agency.  

We are proud to say it is one of the most modern, intuitive case 

management systems in Canada. While the provincial Department of 

Families and other CFS Authorities and agencies will continue to use 

the Child and Family Services Information System (CFSIS) we will 

use MK in our Métis CFS system and continue to exchange  

information with the Province. Numerous reports and recommendations over the years have identified CFSIS 

as outdated, lacking capacity, and in need of replacement.  

Michif Kashkihtaaw is more user friendly with simplified data entry that reduces replication and paperwork. 

MK provides us with the ability to run more detailed reporting which is a huge benefit to us. 

Currently, we need to ask the Province to gather and supply  

reports on information about our children, youth and families.  In 

this age of Truth and Reconciliation it is our right to own, control 

and access this information freely. Controlling our own information 

is a fundamental plank of self-governance and it is vital to the 

preservation and development of Métis culture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a very exciting time.  We want to recognize the hard work, 

interest and input from staff throughout our Métis CFS System. We 

would like to thank all those who have shared their knowledge,  

expertise and energy to bring us to this exciting new era of  

advancement for our Métis CFS System. 

The word can mean that he or she is  
capable and/or succeeds. The name was 
gifted to us with pride and wisdom through 
our Elder Advisors on our Métis CFS 
Boards and we deeply thank them for this 
name. We recognize how fitting this name 
is as we embark on a new era of change 
with greater promise and opportunity for 
our Métis children and families to expand 

their capabilities and to succeed.  

Michif Kashkihtaaw also evokes messages 
of stewardship and a commitment and  
responsibility to “care for”, which repre-
sents the very essence and intention of 
our work with children, youth and families. 
At the same time, the name reminds us 
that as Métis citizens, we have the right to 
watch over our own information about the 
children and families we serve in our Métis 

CFS System. 

Kashkihtaaw 
Is a Michif language word 

We are Proud to Announce that Our New Metis CFS  
Case Management System is Launched! 

MK Thank you t-shirts for our  
MK Champions 
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As many of you know, we have been working hard for many months to make our 

workers more technologically mobile so they can work from home during COVID-

19 and also with families remotely wherever possible. We were therefore so  

happy to receive this note from Michelle P., a Social Worker at Metis Child, Family 

and Community Services Agency, saying "Although the pandemic has been  

extremely stressful, I'm so grateful for the use of the cell phones, laptops and  

other social media platforms to connect with our children and youth. I've been 

emailing, texting and on Facebook Messenger/Zoom with them much more during 

these months than usual.  This has involved reading stories and books together, 

playing cards, helping with school work, having songs sung and poetry read, 

make-up tutorials, visiting with family pets, making a guest appearance and just the overall ability to show 

more support, guidance and consistency. Our amazing children and youth continue to show us how resilient 

and strong they are each and every single day". 

Michelle’s Team Lead, Majola V. says that she hears similar sentiments of  

gratitude echoed by other workers as well. “Some workers have been using 

Zoom to work side by side virtually for an afternoon in order to keep connected. 

They may go for a virtual lunch-time walk together. It's really great to see how 

creative and adaptive people are in the face of challenges, trying to keep one 

another motivated and supported.” 

Wow! Wonderful to hear! Thank you Michelle and Majola for sharing your 

thoughts with us and our readers.  It is so nice that you took the time to write to 

the newsletter. 

A Note to Authority CEO Billie Schibler 

“I know you are aware that my family is going through a bit of a Covid scare at the moment as our school had 

an outbreak. As I am sitting here in a 3 hour lineup for testing wondering what may come, I want you to know 

how grateful I am. I am grateful for our ample sick time, our ability to work from home and knowing you  

support our families and health. Thank you. Because of your leadership I feel like I can take care of my family 

better with no worries. That is priceless. Thanks again.” 

Dianna C.—Service Analyst, Project Coordinator, MCFSA 

Michif Agency’s Resource Development Unit spend a 

great deal of time trying to make the days better for  

children, youth and families who become involved with 

CFS, especially now that life is much more complicated by 

COVID-19.  One of the things most valued is the support 

from the Children’s Aid Foundation of Canada that makes 

it possible for workers to present “Comfort Kits” to children 

and youth entering care. These kits are designed to  

comfort and welcome them into a new setting during a 

time that is often very unsettling for them.  

Comfort Kits Especially Welcome for Children  

and Youth During These Troubling Times 

All Case-Carrying Workers are Now  
Equipped with Laptops and Cell Phones 
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Metis CFS Team Member Spotlight 

Meet Joelle  

Joelle is the Cultural Worker for the Cornerstone Project, newly created by Metis 

Agency in 2020. Joelle facilitates Metis and Inuit history teachings and cultural 

practices to children and youth as well as connects them and their families  

with events and outings that will highlight the history of both Metis and Inuit people. 

One of her goals is to build deep trusting relationships with these young people 

that can assist them in healing by learning to draw on their traditional teachings, 

better understand their heritage and enhance their sense of pride in their cultural 

identity. She also provides culturally relevant training to caregivers and staff. 

Because of the pandemic, she was not able to see children and families as much as she and they wanted so 

she created a digital cultural newsletter that she could email to them monthly.  Filled with interesting and  

colourful brief stories, teachings, games and cultural outing suggestions, it was so well received right from 

day one that other workers began asking for copies to share. Now the monthly resource is not only shared 

with the families Joelle works with, it is shared with all staff so they can share it with their young people and  

families. 

We are thrilled with the success Joelle is having with her cultural newsletter.  It is a wonderful  

example of our Métis CFS System’s deep-rooted mission to always improve our services  

and to offer them in a culturally relevant manner that children, youth and families can  

embrace and be empowered by. 

Joelle, thank you for your innovative work and for proving that necessity is truly  

the mother of invention!  We are proud to have you as a Métis CFS Team Member!  

Family Support Teams Working Tirelessly  

and with Great Dedication During COVID-19 

Back in March, Covid-19 began to affect our lives in ways we never  

imagined.  In response, our family support teams sprang into action 

knowing food security would be an immediate issue. The family support 

workers tirelessly shopped, built and delivered countless numbers  

of hampers to our families to make sure they had access to  

necessities.  Once again, we would like to thank the MMF for their  

incredible support and leadership on this front. The MMF COVID-19  

Response Committee Team did an exceptional job of ensuring that our 

families were supported with food hampers and other essentials during 

this critical time.   

In the times that COVID-19 Restrictions allowed stores to be open, staff turned their  

attention back to the jobs they love, supporting parents and their children and  

supervising “family time” at our 2000 Portage Avenue office and out in the  

community. Following all public health guidelines has been a priority to keep our  

children, parents, caregivers and staff as safe as we possibly can. They have continued to go out each and 

every day throughout this pandemic to work directly with our families, ensuring they are able to see one  

another. They also began meeting parents in their homes to offer support towards reunification.  During these 

tough uncertain times, family support workers have kept the vision and mission of our agency at the  

forefront.  Family support understands the seriousness and fears that COVID-19 brings, but that has not 

stopped them from rising above this to safely provide as much support to our families as they can.  They have 

gone above and beyond to facilitate family time and parent education sessions! Thank you to all our Family 

Support Workers!!! 



 

 

Youth Success Spotlight 

Meet Nic Peters 

Some of our readers may recall that we featured Nic Peters in our last 

newsletter, congratulating him on receiving a Tuition Waiver to attend  

Assiniboine Community College in Brandon to enroll in the Heavy Duty 

Equipment Technician Program.  We are now pleased to learn from  

Myrna L, our Michif Spirit Worker, that Nic has earned a $1,000 bursary 

from VOICES: Manitoba’s Youth In Care Network’s Scholarship Program.  

Myrna says she is VERY proud of this young man … and so are we! Con-

gratulations Nic!! Way to go!!!  
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And the Winner is ….  

Orange Shirt Day 2020    

Did you wear an orange shirt on September 30th this year? Michif CFS Agency staff  

did, among others!  According to our Intrepid Michif Roving Reporter (AKA Michif Agency  

Executive Assistant Anthea Tomchuk) staff at every one of Michif’s offices wore orange to  

recognize the day.  

Orange shirt day started in 2013. It was designed to educate people and promote awareness 

about the residential school system in Canada and the impact it has had on Indigenous  

communities for more than a century and which continues today.  

We are also happy to report that in both contests, entry counts and voting  

ballets results have remained undisputed by Donald Trump! 

Michif CFS Agency held a Halloween Costume Team Challenge between all their offices.  Each office also 

hosted a potluck lunch.  The competition was fierce, but after much deliberations, Michif Portage la Prairie’s 

Wheel of Fortune was declared the winner. 

The week after Halloween we announced the three winners of $25 Tim Horton’s 

gift cards in our Michif Kashkihtaaw (MK) contest. MK is the name of our new case  

management system. To be entered into the draw to win a card, staff were asked 

to tell us the meaning of the Michif word Kashkihtaaw. Entry numbers rivalled 

American election numbers, but in the end, out of all the many correct answers in 

our draw drum, three victors emerged. Jessica R. and Jonathan L. from Michif 

Dauphin and Amanda W. from Metis Agency’s 2000 Portage Avenue location.  

              Congrats!! Thank you to all who entered and thank you to all who have made such a valuable  

                contributions to the development of Michif Kashkihtaaw. 
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Metis Connect is Truly Keeping Families Together and  
Connected in a Way We Have Never Experienced 

While COVID-19 has really had an impact on the number of in-person network meetings Metis Child, Family 

and Community Services Agency has been able to facilitate, we remain proud of the amount of valuable Metis 

Connect work they have been able to do with families in these COVID times.  

COVID-19 has impacted the practice approach. Metis Connect traditionally involves a high degree of  

intensive in-person contact facilitated by either Metis Connect staff or case managers.  Even practicing the 

highest degree of safety and social-distancing, this has not always been possible as meetings cannot go  

forward if any staff or family member becomes ill and are exhibiting any of the possible COVID-19 symptoms.   

Also, some families are just not comfortable or feel anxious meeting with a group of people at this  

unprecedented time. While workers have been highly creative in finding ways to connect, often virtually, the 

pandemic has hindered the ability of workers to bring families together in the same space to form meaningful 

relationships. Due to COVID-19, much of this training has occurred virtually.  We are grateful for Zoom! 

The Metis Connect workers have also been doing a lot of training for new workers, other programs such  

as Metis CART (Community Addictions Response Teams), their sister agency, Michif CFS, as well as  

external organizations. The Metis Agency is moving toward leading a community of practice that can replicate 

their success in other organizations across Manitoba and beyond.   

Metis Connect Success Stories  
In November 2019 the family of a young girl started coming together to take responsibility for planning for her 

future. There were multiple plans presented over the following months with a number of family members  

expressing willingness to commit to lifelong care of her. Over time, the Network continued to gather for  

ongoing meetings. Plans were discussed in terms of what were the most realistic, sustainable, and safe  

decisions for her future. This past October the little girl moved into her kinship home with family who has  

committed to support her throughout her lifetime.  

In working with an expectant mother, we knew that in order to form a robust support network it would be  

important to engage the paternal family of the child as well as the maternal family. Unfortunately, the mom 

only knew the dad’s name. By searching Facebook, we were able to connect with the father and engage him 

and the paternal grandparents into a network meeting alongside maternal family members to plan for the  

expectant child.  

About 550 family and community members have participated in more than 215 networking  
meetings involving more than 225 children. This does not include the many meetings that are  
being organized and facilitated by case managers who have embraced the practice approach of 
more involvement for family and community in planning and decision making.  

The Metis Connect program  

has been recognized as a valuable  

and inclusive  

practice approach by other  

child serving organizations. 
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Signs of These  

COVID-19 Times 

In times where everyone is working remotely and keeping 

their distance, the staff at Michif CFS Agency in Thompson 

have given their plants names so they have a friend nearby 

and someone they can talk to.  

Michif CFS Received Two Grants from the  

Children’s Aid Foundation in September 
Thank you Children’s Aid Foundation of Canada!!! 

The COVID-19 Child & Family Support Fund ($70,000) will support our Protection  (PRT) families by providing 

them with funds for recreational equipment they can use at home, while continuing to be safe.  

The Former Youth in Care Support Fund ($30,000) will be administered through the Michif Spirit program to 

program participants. It will provide a cash grant and new laptops.  

These join the ”Back to the Land” grant for $12,500 that was received last January so Metis children, youth, 

and families have the opportunity to participate in cultural experiences located in natural environments. 

Youth Gaining Skills for Life 
Metis Agency’s youth support team unit launched their Metis Youth @ Work Project to encourage youth  

in care to gain employment experience they can put on their resumes and to prepare them to transition to 

community based employment. Youth are paid honourariums for their work. 

The project was launched in late October with a 

contract to a youth who supplied the agency with 

100 masks for use during COVID-19. The agency 

supported the youth by providing a sewing  

machine and a place to work.  

A few youth successfully painted agency offices 

and completed at least a half dozen agency  

office moves.  They also cleaned out the garages 

at Gladys Cook and Eagle’s Nest shelters.   

Other youth have expressed interest in small scale occasional catering such as for 

board meetings and staff training.  

Metis CART Rolling Along, Supporting Families with Addictions 
Family addictions and substance use issues are one of the most significant factors affecting  

the safety of children today.  

In our last newsletter we told you about the staff who had come onboard at both agencies to work in the Metis 

CART program. Metis CART is unique to our Metis CFS agencies. We believe Metis CART will become a 

leading practice in family preservation in Manitoba. Rather than sending parents to treatment programs and 

sending children into foster care, Metis CART allows us to support families to safely remain together and heal 

together wherever possible.  

While Metis CART, like Metis Connect, have been challenged to work face to face with families as a result of 

COVID-19 challenges, we are pleased to advise that Metis Agency is now working with a dozen families and 

Michif Agency is working with another 10 families to provide this service. 



 

 

If you have an interesting major milestone or event to share such as... a birth,  anniversary, work promotion or educational event like 

receiving your College or University Degree and would like to share it, please let us know:  communications@metisauthority.com 

Our Metis CFS Newsletter is distributed four times per year, roughly every quarter.  Digital and print copies of this newsletter may be available upon request. 

Metis CFS Authority 

204 - 150 Henry Avenue 

Winnipeg, MB  R3B 0J7 

A newsletter prepared by our Authority for the Board and staff of the Metis Child and  Family Services 
System, our Métis  Government, Community and Stakeholders.                                                            

                                                    
                                        Our Metis CFS Authority is an Affiliate of 

Phone: 204-949-0220 

Toll Free: 1-855-779-1277 

Fax: 204-984-9487 

communications@metisauthority.com 

Our Agencies 

Remembering Suzanne Genest 

We were deeply saddened to learn that Suzanne Genest  
had passed away on October 22, 2020.  

Suzanne started work at Metis Child, Family and Community Services Agency in the 

Summer of 2004.  Before that she worked at MMF as part of the Metis Community Liaison 
Department so her commitment to being of service to her Metis community was deeply 
rooted in time and her always-kind heart.  Suzanne was very involved with the Manitoba Metis Federation 
(MMF) and her Metis community for many years.   

She was very proud of her Metis culture and to play a role in helping our children, youth and family through 
her work.  Suzanne always had a smile to share and was full of good humour. As the Agency’s Life Long 
Connections Worker, her goal was to discover family connections for children in care so that every child could 
have a life long connection to someone committed to having a permanent supportive relationship with them 

and for the child or youth to have the opportunity to learn more about their cultural identity.   

Thank you for your service to our families Suzanne. Rest well! 

Authority Board Elder Receives Citizen Activist Award  

Mitch Bourbonniere is the recipient of the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives’ 2020  

Joseph Zuken Citizen Activist Award for his leadership in building community.  The 

award honours individuals who have made significant contributions to education, social 

policy, Justice and law and the arts.  
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